Base Engine Calibration Engineer (M/W/DIV)
Aston Martin is built upon the passion, skill and creativity of the people who dedicate their working lives to
the most iconic brand in the world. Every intricate stitch, beautifully expressed line, and the stirring noise
of our engines is a manifestation of the desire and collective spirit to create the most beautiful cars:
the soul of Aston Martin made real.
Job Purpose: Optimal calibration of engines is your key capability. Engineer is able to develop
powertrains that combine high dynamic performance and environmental responsibility and calibrate
highly complex engines with many degrees of freedom through his accumulated experience.

Key Responsibilities & Tasks:
 Determine and maintain all hardware and software tools and coordinate with various engine
management system
 Lead and define specifications related to hardware tools and subsystem and ensure achievement
of future calibration goals
 Maintain and update all process calibrations related to platform functions for designing vehicle
programs
 Provide technical resolution for all new and existing programs
 Manage all assignments which require advanced principles application

Qualification & Experience:
 Bachelor Degree in mechanical engineering, vehicle technology or related field with an extensive
experience
 Min. 5-7 years of professional engine calibration experience
 Be an Expert in engine calibration and combustion development
 High drive for results
 Project management and leadership experience
 Strong time management, accuracy, diligence, ability to balance and priorities
 Excellent written and verbal communication skills (English and German)
 Problem solving and Supplier relationship skills
 Understanding of MATLAB and other essential tools

Package
 Become part of the team that will build
Aston Martin Germany
 An attractive salary
 Location Stuttgart area
 Company pension scheme

 Company performance bonus scheme
 A highly motivated and qualified team
 … and much more
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We look forward to receiving your application at astonmartin@humanexx.de

